To improve the accuracy of classification with a small amount of training data, this paper presents a self-learning approach that defines class labels from sequential patterns using a series of past land-cover maps. By stacking past land-cover maps, unique sequence rule information from sequential change patterns of land-covers is first generated, and a rule-based class label image is then prepared for a given time. After the most informative pixels with high uncertainty are selected from the initial classification, rule-based class labels are assigned to the selected pixels. These newly labeled pixels are added to training data, which then undergo an iterative classification process until a stopping criterion is reached. Time-series MODIS NDVI data sets and cropland data layers (CDLs) from the past five years are used for the classification of various crop types in Kansas. From the experiment results, it is found that once the rule-based labels are derived from past CDLs, the labeled informative pixels could be properly defined without analyst intervention. Regardless of different combinations of past CDLs, adding these labeled informative pixels to training data increased classification accuracy and the maximum improvement of 8.34 percentage points in overall accuracy was achieved when using three CDLs, compared to the initial classification result using a small amount of training data. Using more than three consecutive CDLs showed slightly better classification accuracy than when using two CDLs (minimum and maximum increases were 1.56 and 2.82 percentage points, respectively). From a practical viewpoint, using three or four CDLs was the best choice for this study area. Based on these experiment results, the presented approach could be applied effectively to areas with insufficient training data but access to past land-cover maps. However, further consideration should be given to select the optimal number of past land-cover maps and reduce the impact of errors of rule-based labels.
Introduction
Production of thematic maps such as land use/land cover and crop type maps using remote sensing data has been regarded as one of most important applications of remote sensing, as it can provide useful information with periodicity and at a variety of scales [1] [2] [3] [4] . Since thematic maps are usually used in land surface monitoring and environmental modeling, it is critical that they be reliable [5] . For example, crop type maps are usually fed into physical models for crop yield estimation or forecasting.
Many studies have been carried out to generate a reliable thematic map from remote sensing data. From the data availability aspect, multi-sensor/source data including optical, SAR, and GIS data have been used as inputs for classification [6] [7] [8] [9] . To properly treat input data for classification, advanced classification methodologies such as machine learning approaches and object-based classification Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 921 2 of 20 have also been applied to either single-sensor data or multiple data sets [10] [11] [12] . Even though a proper classification methodology and appropriate data sets are applied to classification, supervised classification usually requires a large amount of high-quality training data. However, this is not always possible to obtain particularly when supervised classification is to be conducted for large or inaccessible areas. It is thus necessary to develop a new classification framework that can alleviate the difficulty of collecting a lot of training data.
To resolve this issue, several approaches have been proposed in the remote sensing community, such as semi-supervised learning (SSL) and active learning (AL) [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The idea central to these approaches is the use of unlabeled data to complement the training data [13, 14] . AL and SSL are very similar in that they begin with an initial classification using a small amount of training data, followed by further classifications using the new training data derived from informative unlabeled pixels in the initial classification result [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The informative pixels are ones that provide useful information for properly modifying the decision boundary already determined from a small amount of training data, which ultimately lead to an improvement of classification accuracy. However, SSL and AL adopt different ways of extracting the new informative training data from unlabeled data. The SSL approach selects the most confident pixels from the initial classification result as new informative training data, where the most confident pixels mean ones that are likely to be classified unambiguously by a classifier and have the higher confidence [20] [21] [22] . Various SSL approaches, such as transductive support vector machine and graph-based methods, have been developed to extract new training data from the initial classification result [22] . New training data can be added directly to the training data without class assignment by an analyst because the classification algorithm itself already assigns the class labels to the most confident pixels. If the initial classification result includes many wrongly classified pixels, however, the new training data extracted from the SSL approach would be wrongly labelled, resulting in the poor classification performance [23] . In addition, the new training data with higher confidence tend to provide redundant information that is not useful for modifying the decision boundary. Thus, there might be no significant improvement to the classification accuracy, compared with AL [23] . Conversely, the most informative pixels in the AL approach are defined as ones that a classifier fails to properly classify, which correspond to pixels with higher uncertainty or lower confidence in the initial classification result. After these pixels are extracted, an analyst then manually assigns their class labels. Since the analyst designates class labels for uncertain or ambiguous pixels, these new training data can positively contribute to modifying the decision boundary. However, it is difficult to apply AL to areas where prior information on land-cover classes is not readily available to facilitate the analyst's interpretation. If the class label assigned by the analyst is incorrect, the accuracy of the classification may deteriorate.
Recently, several studies have proposed combining AL and SSL to take full advantage of both approaches [24, 25] . Muñoz-Marí et al. [24] proposed a semiautomatic approach that integrated a hierarchical clustering tree with active queries to generate land-cover maps. Based on hierarchical clustering with a small amount of training data, the most coherent pixels were exploited and an active learning query was applied to extract the most informative pixels. Dópido et al. [25] also developed a SSL approach that adapted AL methods to integrate self-learning. Pixels adjacent to initial training data were selected as candidates for new training data. AL first extracted the most informative pixels from the adjacent pixels, and then these pixels were used as the new training data. In both approaches, the large number of training data could be selected from unlabeled data and a significant improvement in classification accuracy was obtained for hyperspectral image classification. However, despite utilizing spectral and spatial similarities to assign class labels to the most informative pixels within the self-learning framework, there was still uncertainty or difficulty with the class assignment.
Regarding the issue of class assignment, supplementary information from past land-cover maps [19] and predefined rules [26] in an area of interest could be incorporated into self-learning frameworks. For example, information on crop cultivation systems, such as crop rotations, could be effectively used as a kind of temporal contextual information. Although this information could Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 921 3 of 20 facilitate the collection of additional high-quality training data, the new training data extracted from self-learning tends to be over-sampled for specific class labels that occupy the largest proportion of the study area. As a result, the biased training data might degrade the classification accuracy [19] . To the best of our knowledge, little emphasis has been placed on both class assignment and extraction of unbiased training sets in self-learning approaches for remote sensing data classification.
In this paper, a new self-learning approach is presented for crop classification that can collect a large number of labeled training data without analyst intervention. Rule information on class changes is first generated from past land-cover maps, and then the class labels for the new training data are assigned based on the rules. The impact of the rule information on classification accuracy is also investigated by changing the number of past land-cover maps used. The methodological developments and applicability of this self-learning approach are demonstrated by a crop classification experiment using time-series Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) data sets and cropland data layers (CDLs) as classification inputs and supplementary data, respectively.
Materials and Methods

Study Area
A classification experiment was conducted in the crop cultivation areas of Kansas State, USA, in 2015 ( Figure 1 ). The reason for the choice of the study area was two-fold: Kansas is known as one of the main production areas of winter wheat, in addition to various crops such as corn, sorghum, and soybean [27] . Thus, it was possible to examine how well the self-learning approach of this study could discriminate between complex land-cover types. The second reason was the availability of past time-series land-cover maps. The CDLs, provided by the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) [28] , were used to both extract the cultivation rules of cropping systems in the study area, and validate the classification results.
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Materials and Methods
Study Area
A classification experiment was conducted in the crop cultivation areas of Kansas State, USA, in 2015 ( Figure 1 ). The reason for the choice of the study area was two-fold: Kansas is known as one of the main production areas of winter wheat, in addition to various crops such as corn, sorghum, and soybean [27] . Thus, it was possible to examine how well the self-learning approach of this study could discriminate between complex land-cover types. The second reason was the availability of past time-series land-cover maps. The CDLs, provided by the National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) [28] , were used to both extract the cultivation rules of cropping systems in the study area, and validate the classification results. 
Data Sets
MODIS NDVI Data
Time-series MODIS NDVI data sets were used as classification inputs in this study. The MODIS-based vegetation index has been widely used for large-scale crop classification because it provides time-series information at a 250 m spatial resolution [1, 29, 30] . Similar to Kim and Park [31] , we aimed for early crop map production, prior to the release of the CDL 2015 data, as part of crop acreage estimation. Thus, a total of 13 MODIS 16-day composite NDVI data sets from January to July 2015 were experimentally used to account for time-series variations of various crops in the study area. To minimize the effects of clouds in the 16-day composite data sets, the Savitzky-Golay filter [32] was applied prior to classification (Figure 1a) . The study area consisted of a 400 by 400-pixel array with a spatial resolution of 250 m.
Landsat Data
In this study, the classification output was at a 250 m spatial resolution, which was the same as the MODIS NDVI data. It is often difficult to collect training data for supervised classification from mid-resolution remote sensing data. Thus, Landsat data sets were used to supplement the MODIS NDVI data sets for initial training data collection. The training data were collected through visual analysis of a total of 33 Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI images obtained from April to August.
The class types and the number of training data per class are shown in Table 1 . To mimic a situation where many training data were not available, only a small amount of training samples were collected, which occupied approximately 0.26% of the study area. Supervised classification was conducted using the initial training data sets of 10 class types. The main purpose of classification in this study was to accurately classify the major crops; to facilitate this, some minor crops such as alfalfa and hay, in addition to class types such as water, city, forest, and grass were merged as general grain/hay and non-crop classes, respectively, for evaluation of the classification results (Table 1) . Besides the collection of the initial training data, the Landsat data sets were also used for visual comparison and confirmation of classification results. CDLs, which have been produced annually using time-series Landsat images and field surveys by the USDA NASS [27, 28] , provide the state-level crop types at a spatial resolution of 30 m. In this study, as for past land-cover maps, CDLs prior to 2015 were used to define rule information for assigning the class labels for the self-learning process. From a preliminary test, meaningful rule information for minority classes such as sorghum and other hay could not be extracted from CDLs prior to 2010. Thus, five years of CDLs, from 2010 to 2014, were considered to extract the rule information for classification of the 2015 data. In addition, the CDL in 2015, which was not used for classification, was used to extract reference data sets for computing classification accuracy statistics.
As classification was conducted at a 250 m spatial resolution, there was a mismatch of spatial resolution between CDLs and MODIS data sets. The CDLs were upscaled to a 250 m spatial resolution by assigning the most frequently occurring CDL class label within each 250 m pixel to that corresponding pixel. Due to mixed pixel effects, some pixels in the upscaled CDL had higher uncertainty and significantly affected the classification accuracy. To prevent this, only reliable pixels with higher confidence were considered as reference data sets. More specifically, pixels were selected if the fraction of the most prevalent class label within the pixel was greater than 0.8. In the end, a total of 64,000 pixels for six merged classes were used to compute accuracy statistics ( Table 2 ). 
Classification Methodology
The proposed classification methodology theoretically adopts the AL concept, which tries to improve classification performance by adding the most informative pixels with higher uncertainty selected from unlabeled data to new training data. However, unlike the conventional AL approach which requires analysts to manually assign class labels to the most informative pixels, this new classification methodology is based on a self-learning concept by using rule information derived from past land-cover maps (e.g., past CDLs of the study area). This approach can assign class labels to the most informative pixels in an automated manner. The whole procedure of the self-learning approach employed in this study is presented in Figure 2 .
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The proposed classification methodology theoretically adopts the AL concept, which tries to improve classification performance by adding the most informative pixels with higher uncertainty selected from unlabeled data to new training data. However, unlike the conventional AL approach which requires analysts to manually assign class labels to the most informative pixels, this new classification methodology is based on a self-learning concept by using rule information derived from past land-cover maps (e.g., past CDLs of the study area). This approach can assign class labels to the most informative pixels in an automated manner. The whole procedure of the self-learning approach employed in this study is presented in Figure 2 . In the first processing step, an initial classification with a small amount of training data is carried out. For this process, a support vector machine (SVM), which has been widely applied in supervised classification of remote sensing data [33, 34] , is applied as the main classifier. SVM tries to find an optimal hyperplane (i.e., decision boundary) that provides the maximum margin [35] . It has been reported that the SVM is superior to other conventional classifiers when a small amount of training sites and many features are used for classification [33, 34] .
The class-wise posteriori probability from the SVM classification is used for the next step, as a kind of index that defines the uncertainty of the initial classification result. Since the SVM does not directly provide probability estimates, the posteriori probabilities were computed using pairwise coupling [36] . Several binary classifiers for each possible pair of classes (i.e., one-versus-one) are first created. The probability for each class is then estimated using pairwise coupling [36] . Suppose that D and r ij are the feature vector and the estimates of P(ω i |ω i or ω j , D) for a certain class (ω i ) by a binary classifier, respectively. Then, the class-wise probability (P(ω i |D)) for multi-class classification is estimated by solving the system [36] as follows:
where M is the total number of classes in the study area.
Selection of Informative Pixels
The next step is to select candidate pixels to be used as the new training data from the initial SVM classification results. Pixels with higher uncertainty tend to be located near a hyperplane determined by the initial classification, and therefore are more likely to be mixed pixels [24, 26] . If the class label of these pixels is correctly defined, then further classification with these pixels as new training data could properly modify the decision boundary, resulting in improved classification performance.
Among various approaches for the selection of pixels with high uncertainty [37] [38] [39] , the breaking ties (BT) algorithm [40] , which is simple to implement, was adopted in this study. The BT algorithm first computes the difference between the largest and the second largest posteriori probabilities (∆P) as,
where P(ω i |D) is the posteriori probability of the ith class (ω i ) computed using Equation (1). ω 1 and ω 2 are the classes with the largest and the second largest posteriori probabilities, respectively. The larger the difference between these two posteriori probabilities meant the decision to select the pixel is less ambiguous. The pixels with smaller differences are extracted as the ones with the higher uncertainties. The pixels with high uncertainty selected through the BT algorithm are used as candidates in the initial training data.
Generation of Rule Information and Prediction of Class Labels
Once informative pixels have been selected, the next critical step, which is the core part of the self-learning approach, is to define the class labels for the candidates. Rule information on sequential land-cover changes are first defined by comparing past land-cover maps (i.e., CDLs in this study), then the rule information is used to assign the class labels to the selected candidates. The rule information extracted in this study can be regarded as a form of temporal contextual information. Some land-cover classes, such as urban and water, tend to remain unchanged. Conversely, some crops are likely to change to others or become fallow by certain cropping systems in the study area. For example, crop rotations such as a corn-soybean rotation are very common in the USA. If such temporal change information is properly characterized, it could be used to predict the class labels of the candidates for new training data.
The main concept of defining rule information on sequential land-cover patterns is illustrated in Figure 3 . Suppose that pixels #1 and 3 undergo bi-annual crop rotations in Figure 3 . If these pixels are selected as candidates for new training data, their class labels can be predicted for T n by considering the sequential rotation patterns. Conversely, pixels #2 and 4 remain unchanged during the same time period, and are predicted to be unchanged for T n .
from sequential land-cover patterns using past land-cover maps. Under the assumption that the typical sequential patterns of land-cover changes in the study area could be maintained, the class label can be predicted for the considered time. This assumption has been routinely adopted for classification processes using temporal contextual information. More specifically, by overlaying past time-series land-cover maps, sequential land-cover patterns are first identified at each pixel and unique sequence rules from the specific sequences of land-covers in successive years are then defined. Each unique sequence rule has its own non-overlapping combination of sequential land-cover patterns. Pixels with different colors in Figure 3 have their corresponding unique sequence rules. Based on unique sequence rules that provide useful information on the prediction of class labels, the class labels for the considered time can be predicted by adopting above assumption. For example, suppose that a certain pixel has a unique sequence such as corn-soybean-corn-soybean-corn, which reflects a corn-soybean rotation, like pixel #1 in Figure 3 . For any pixel with this unique sequence rule, the class label for Tn is predicted as soybean to account for a corn-soybean rotation. 
Iterative Classification
Once the new training data are added to the initial training set, they are used as inputs for a SVM classifier and this procedure is repeated until a predefined stopping criterion is satisfied. The iterative classification stopped when the percentage of changed pixels between current and previous classification results was less than 5%. Our goal is to predict the class label for the considered time (T n ) using past land-cover maps, which will be used to define the class labels for the candidates of new training data. When past k years (T n-i , i = 1, ···, k) are considered, the rule information on sequential land-cover patterns for T n can be formulated as,
where ω T j (x) denotes the class at a location (x) for the year T j .
In this study, a simple but efficient heuristic approach is applied to predict the class labels from sequential land-cover patterns using past land-cover maps. Under the assumption that the typical sequential patterns of land-cover changes in the study area could be maintained, the class label can be predicted for the considered time. This assumption has been routinely adopted for classification processes using temporal contextual information. More specifically, by overlaying past time-series land-cover maps, sequential land-cover patterns are first identified at each pixel and unique sequence rules from the specific sequences of land-covers in successive years are then defined. Each unique sequence rule has its own non-overlapping combination of sequential land-cover patterns. Pixels with different colors in Figure 3 have their corresponding unique sequence rules. Based on unique sequence rules that provide useful information on the prediction of class labels, the class labels for the considered time can be predicted by adopting above assumption. For example, suppose that a certain pixel has a unique sequence such as corn-soybean-corn-soybean-corn, which reflects a corn-soybean rotation, like pixel #1 in Figure 3 . For any pixel with this unique sequence rule, the class label for T n is predicted as soybean to account for a corn-soybean rotation.
Once the new training data are added to the initial training set, they are used as inputs for a SVM classifier and this procedure is repeated until a predefined stopping criterion is satisfied. The iterative classification stopped when the percentage of changed pixels between current and previous classification results was less than 5%.
Experimental Setting
When applying the heuristic approach to self-learning, several practical issues arise. The first issue is regarding the optimal number of land-cover maps to generate unique sequence rules. If too many land-cover maps are used, stable rules are identified, but superfluous complex rules are also generated. By contrast, using too few land-cover maps may result in simplistic but unstable sequential patterns. The effects of the number of past land-cover maps was investigated in this study.
The second issue is a biased sampling problem. The pixels selected as new training data are likely to be biased to a specific class type. This is because the new training data selected by the BT algorithm come from specific boundaries containing a large number of training samples [25, 39] . The inclusion of biased pixels that favor a specific major class type into the new training data may result in the over-estimation of that class type, and the overall degradation of classification accuracy. In this study, random under-sampling (i.e., restriction of the number of newly labeled pixels) of the training data assigned to specific class types was applied to obtain unbiased training data.
The last issue is regarding the quality or reliability of class labels predicted from unique sequence rules. The self-learning approach requires no analyst intervention, so the reliability of the class labels predicted from the unique sequence rules is critical for classification performance. In this study, the unique sequence rules are built from upscaled 250 m CDLs, not from the original 30 m CDLs. Thus, it is necessary to use pixels with high confidence in the upscaled CDLs. Since the most frequent class within each 250 m pixel was assigned to that corresponding pixel during upscaling, the confidence in the class assignment at 250 m could be derived from fractions of the assigned class. To obtain more reliable rules, the most confident pixels in all 250 m CDLs, which have higher fraction values, were used to build the sequence rules.
Results
Generation of Rule-Based Class Labels
To use the most confident pixels in 250 m CDLs for the rule generation, we used only pixels whose fractions of classes assigned to the 250 m CDLs from 2010 to 2014 exceeded a specific thresholding value to define rule information. When a thresholding value of greater than 70% was applied, few pixels were extracted for most classes except for winter wheat and non-crop. Thus, the rule information was finally generated using only pixels whose fractions were greater than 60%.
Overlaying many past CDLs generates too many unique sequence rules that have similar but not identical class sequences. It is very difficult to predict the single class label from complex rules because there are some possible class labels in 2015. To reduce the uncertainty attached to a class label assignment, all possible rules were not considered for the generation of rule-based class labels.
After analyzing typical cropping characteristics in the study area, we selected some unique sequence rules that could provide predictable information on a class label assignment. Winter wheat-fallow rotation has been known as the common cropping system in Kansas [41] . The winter wheat-fallow rotation system allows the accumulation of soil moisture in the cultivation area during the fallow periods. Due to soil erosion potential, however, winter wheat-summer crops such as corn, sorghum, and soybean rotations are being widely planted [41] [42] [43] . Of these crops, corn-soybean rotations dominate in Kansas.
A total of 21 rules were finally defined to predict class labels in 2015 (Table 3) . Not all 21 rules represent the frequent patterns. Some frequent patterns (e.g., rules #4 and 21 in Table 3 ) were selected, but other patterns that were less frequent but facilitated the prediction of class labels in 2015 (e.g., rules #6 and 9 in Table 3 ) were also selected. Although a simple heuristic approach was applied to generate rule information, the sequential patterns of land-covers between 2010 and 2014 in Table 3 well reflect the above predominant crop rotation sequences in Kansas. Typical sequence rules in the study area include winter wheat-fallow rotation, winter wheat-summer crop rotations, and summer crop rotations, as well as continuously growing crops. In addition, grain/hay and non-crop classes including water and urban remain unchanged. 
As mentioned in Section 2.3, the effectiveness of the sequential patterns of land-covers depends on the number of CDLs used. To investigate this, the following different cases were considered to generate the rules: (1) using CDLs from 2010 to 2014 (5 years), (2) using CDLs from 2011 to 2014 (4 years), (3) using CDLs from 2012 to 2014 (3 years), and (4) using CDLs from 2013 to 2014 (2 years).
The class labels in 2015 of pixels in which sequential patterns of land-cover changes between 2010 and 2014 matched to the 21 rules were predicted as the corresponding labels of the rightmost column in Table 3 . The rule-based class label images predicted from these four different cases are given in Figure 4 . By superimposing the new training data candidates on the predicted label image, the class labels of the candidates were assigned automatically. Note that the rule-based class labels were not assigned to all pixels in the study area because some sequence rules were not considered and only the most confident pixels in CDLs were used to define rule information.
As the number of CDLs used to define the sequence rule decreased, the proportion of pixels in which the class labels in 2015 could be predicted increased accordingly (e.g., 23 .38% (37,415 pixels) and 35.31% (56,496 pixels) for using past five-year and two-year CDLs, respectively). The fewer the CDLs, the more areas that were assigned to certain crop types such as corn, soybean, and winter wheat. By contrast, if the number of CDLs increased, relatively few areas had the rule-based class label and many areas remained unlabeled. Note that the number of pixels with rule-based class labels is much larger than that of initial training pixels (i.e., 37,415 versus 420). These rule images were separately used for further classification procedures and their classification performance were compared. 
Initial Classification Result
Before a self-learning procedure was employed, an initial classification was first performed using the initial training data. The qualitative and visual assessment of the initial classification results was conducted using time-series Landsat images ( Figure 5 ). Two subareas were identified as an over-estimation of sorghum and a clustered pattern of winter wheat. The clustered pattern of winter wheat was attributed to the inclusion of more training data than the other class types in the western part of the study area. Confusion between winter wheat and alfalfa, which showed similar temporal NDVI variations in winter, could have also contributed to the clustered pattern of winter wheat in the western part. In addition, sorghum and soybean, which are the typical summer crops in Kansas, showed similar temporal NDVI variations, which led to an over-estimation of sorghum. Confusion between grain/hay and grass was also observed in the initial classification result 
Self-Learning Classification Result
To select new training data candidates from the initial classification result, the BT algorithm was applied to the posteriori probabilities from a SVM classifier. The pixels that had a difference between the largest posteriori probability and the second largest posteriori probability of less than 0.05 were selected as the most informative pixels with higher uncertainty. Then, the class labels of the selected candidates were assigned to the rule-based class labels predicted from past CDLs.
If no restriction on the number of added training data was given, a large number of pixels were selected for winter wheat that is the major crop in the study area. As mentioned in Section 2.4, adding too many training data for the majority class (e.g., winter wheat) might result in the over-estimation of that class. To prevent this, another criterion was applied to restrict the number of added training data. Based on a trial and error approach, the number of training data assigned to the majority class was randomly under-sampled, and the total number of newly added training data was set to maximum 300 pixels per iteration. The variations of the number of updated training data for iterative classification are listed in Table 4 . Since the number of new training pixels to be added into the previous training set was restricted, the difference of the total number of new training data was not great. However, the locations of the newly added training data were different, which led to different classification results for four CDL combination cases. Self-learning procedures for all combination cases were terminated after three or four iterations, which implied that most of pixels were mainly labeled during the first three or four iterations, and there was no significant change in the subsequent iterations. Table 4 . Number of new training data at each iteration for four different past CDL combination cases. Iteration  1  2  3  1  2  3  1  2  3  4  1  2  3  4  Corn  90  150  194  91  129  156  90  123  156  216  88  128  162  187  Sorghum  25  50  79  38  63  86  39  60  90  111  42  62  76  86  Soybean  90  150  195  90  132  167  91  128  165  217  86  126  162  182  Winter wheat  160  200  220  155  155  210  163  201  216  241  160  185  211  246  Alfala  26  36  72  36  56  74  35  45  55  73  35  43  43  63  Other hay  15  15  15  15  15  15  15  15  15  15  15  15  15  15  City  57  92  112  57  83  101  57  77  87  107  52  77  91  101  Water  47  72  107  53  93  118  50  95  105  130  62  96  116  126  Forest  40  63  80  28  62  85  30  70  77  77  35  60  70  76  Grass  170  192  227  157  192  222  150  180  228  267  145  205  255  269  Total  720  1020 1310  720  980  1234  720  994  1194 1454  720  997  1201 1351 The classification results based on a self-learning approach are presented in Figure 6 . When compared with the initial classification result in Figure 5 , over-estimation of sorghum and grain/hay was greatly reduced in the four classification results. The four classification results showed similar patterns overall: crop areas mainly in the west, and grain/hay and non-crop areas in the east. However, distributions of crop areas were locally different. In particular, over-estimation of soybean and under-estimation of grain/hay were observed in the two-year CDLs classification result, compared with the others. This could be attributed to the fact that the number of new training pixels assigned to alfalfa and other hay was relatively smaller than that of other CDL combination cases, as shown in Table 4 . Conversely, sorghum was under-estimated in the five-year CDLs classification result. Therefore, it is expected that these different classification patterns from four CDL combination cases would result in the different classification accuracy assessment results. 
Class Past 5-Year CDLs Past 4-Year CDLs Past 3-Year CDLs Past 2-Year CDLs
Accuracy Assessment
For the classification accuracy assessment, accuracy statistics such as overall accuracy, Kappa coefficient, and class-wise accuracy were computed by comparing the classification result and the reference data set in Table 2 . Figure 7 shows the variations of overall accuracy for each iteration of different CDL combination cases. As shown in Figure 7 , the overall accuracy increased as the number iterations increased. As a result, the self-learning approach presented in this study gave a better overall accuracy than the initial SVM classification for all different CDL combination cases. An increase of about 5.52 to 8.34 percentage points in overall accuracy was obtained by adding new training data with rule-based class labels. Based on a McNemar test [44] , the improvement of overall accuracy was statistically significant at the 5% significance level. When comparing the overall accuracy values of different CDL combination cases, the best and worst (84.42% versus 81.60%) were obtained from the three-year CDLs and two-year CDLs, respectively. The case of the four-year CDL completed with fewer iterations, yet appeared to be on a trajectory to compete with the case of the 3-year CDLs which showed the best classification accuracy. 
For the classification accuracy assessment, accuracy statistics such as overall accuracy, Kappa coefficient, and class-wise accuracy were computed by comparing the classification result and the reference data set in Table 2 . Figure 7 shows the variations of overall accuracy for each iteration of different CDL combination cases. As shown in Figure 7 , the overall accuracy increased as the number iterations increased. As a result, the self-learning approach presented in this study gave a better overall accuracy than the initial SVM classification for all different CDL combination cases. An increase of about 5.52 to 8.34 percentage points in overall accuracy was obtained by adding new training data with rule-based class labels. Based on a McNemar test [44] , the improvement of overall accuracy was statistically significant at the 5% significance level. When comparing the overall accuracy values of different CDL combination cases, the best and worst (84.42% versus 81.60%) were obtained from the three-year CDLs and two-year CDLs, respectively. The case of the four-year CDL completed with fewer iterations, yet appeared to be on a trajectory to compete with the case of the 3-year CDLs which showed the best classification accuracy. As indicated in Figure 7 and Table 6 , overall, adding new training data via self-learning showed the best overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient. Except for producer's accuracy for sorghum and grain/hay and user's accuracy for non-crop, the class-wise accuracy for the self-learning approach is superior to that for the initial classification.
Despite the poorest overall accuracy, the initial classification result gave relatively higher producer's accuracy for sorghum and grain/hay, but the accuracy was relatively lower than other classes. As sorghum and grain/hay are minority classes in the study area, their highest producer's accuracy could not lead to the significant improvement in overall accuracy. As shown in Figure 5 (e.g., northern and eastern parts in the study area), over-estimation of those classes decreased omission errors and resulted in this high producer's accuracy. However, user's accuracy (the probability that the probability that a pixel classified into a given class represents the actual class [45] ) was very low for sorghum and grain/hay, which indicates very poor reliability of these two classes in the initial classification map. Most pixels of these two classes were misclassified into soybean or grass, as shown in Table 5 . The accuracy for these two classes was improved by adding new training data. For sorghum, the case of the five-year CDLs showed a significant increase of approximately 56.80 percentage points in user's accuracy. The most significant improvement of about 29.51 percentage points in user's accuracy for grain/hay was also achieved when using past five-year CDLs. Producer's accuracy of non-crop was the highest in the initial classification result. Despite the best accuracy of non-crop in the initial classification, this accuracy was mainly due to under-estimation of non-crop areas in the classification (see the confusion matrix in Table 5 ). Meanwhile, improved accuracy of major crops such as winter wheat, corn, and soybean were obtained from self-learning with past CDLs and led to the significant improvement in overall accuracy, compared with the initial classification. In summary, the improved overall accuracy of the self-learning approach was attributed to both an increase of the number of majority classes that were correctly classified and the decrease of misclassification of sorghum and grain/hay.
When the accuracy of self-learning classification with different CDL combination cases was compared, the self-learning with the five-year CDLs did not show the best classification accuracy. The case of the three-year CDLs showed the best overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient, and the case of the four-year CDLs was the second best. The poorest overall accuracy was obtained from the case of the two-year CDLs. In addition, there was no one CDL combination case where class-wise accuracy was always superior to the initial classification across all classes. Improved classification of each case resulted from the contribution of different land-cover types. In the case of the three-year CDLs, an increase of correctly classified pixels of corn and soybean led to the best overall accuracy. The second best overall accuracy in the case of the four-year CDLS was mainly due to correct classification of soybean and non-crop. An improvement in classification accuracy of cases of the five-year and two-year CDLs, compared to the initial classification, was attributed to an increase of correct classification of winter wheat and non-crop, respectively.
The core component of the self-learning approach is to derive rule-based class labels from sequential land-cover patterns in order to assign predefined class labels to the candidates for new training data. Thus, the accuracy of the predefined class label greatly affects the classification performance. To investigate this effect, further analysis was conducted by analyzing the accuracy of rule-based class labels derived from past CDLs in Figure 4 . Since the true land-cover map (i.e., the CDL in 2015) was available, the rule-based class labels were directly compared with it.
The accuracy assessment results of rule-based class labels are listed in Table 7 . Except for the case of the two-year CDLs, the overall accuracy of all cases was very high. As the number of CDLs for deriving sequential land-cover patterns increased, the corresponding accuracy of the rule-based class labels also increased. However, this high overall accuracy was obtained by the contribution of very high accuracy of non-crop which is one of majority classes in the study area. Regardless of different CLD combination cases, non-crop and sorghum showed the best and worst accuracy values, respectively. Unlike the rules on crop rotations, non-crop was unambiguously predicted to remain unchanged from the unique sequence rule, which led to the most accuracy of the rule-based label of non-crop. The decrease in the class-wise accuracy for crops in different CDL combination cases was due to the fact that sequential patterns of land-cover changes derived from past land-cover maps during too short a period (e.g., the two-year CDLs) were not sufficient to generate accurate rule-based class labels. Despite the best accuracy of rule-based class labels of the five-year CDLs, however, the best classification accuracy was not obtained. This result can be attributed to the number of pixels that were assigned to rule-based class labels. The more land-cover maps that were used resulted in fewer pixels having rule-based class labels (see Figure 4) . This was because more strict and stable rules were only extracted in cases that used more past-land cover maps. Although some candidate pixels with higher uncertainty were selected, their class labels cannot be assigned because no rule-based class labels were available at those pixels. As the most uncertain candidates were ignored, less uncertain candidate pixels might be selected as new training data. As a result, the selected training data might not be informative pixels. To verify these explanations, the interquartile range (IQR) of ∆P in Equation (2) at new training pixels was computed to measure the spread of uncertainty (Table 8 ). The smaller IQR implies the selection of more uncertain pixels with lower ∆P. As expected, the case of the five-year CDLs did not show the smallest IQR values for all classes. The smallest IQRs for corn and soybean in the case of the three-year CDLs indicate that the most informative pixels with higher uncertainty were selected as new training data, resulting in an improvement of accuracy for corn and soybean, and the best overall accuracy. From these interpretation results, the three-year CDLs were efficient for the study area because the accuracy was similar or better than the other cases. To derive a guideline on the selection of the optimal number of past land-cover maps, it is necessary to conduct more experiments on other sites using the different temporal length. Based on all accuracy evaluation results, it can be concluded that by adding the most informative pixels with rule-based class labels, the decision boundary could be positively revised, consequently leading to an accuracy improvement. It was also found that the selection of the most informative pixels was more important for classification performance than the accuracy of rule-based class labels.
Discussion
Active Learning Versus Self-Learning
AL requires analyst intervention for labeling of the most informative pixels to be used for further classification. Similarly, the self-learning approach also selects pixels with high uncertainty as the most informative ones, but the class labels of the most informative pixels are defined from unique sequence rules of time-series past land-cover maps, without any analyst intervention. Thus, manual labeling load can be reduced, which is the main advantage of the self-learning approach. When classification is conducted for large areas (e.g., state or country units) or inaccessible areas, this advantage can be greatly highlighted. However, the self-learning approach does not always aim at obtaining better classification accuracy than AL because in some cases, manual labeling by analyst might be more accurate than automatic labeling in the self-learning approach.
To investigate how classification performance of self-learning is compatible with AL, an additional comparative experiment was conducted. To mimic analyst intervention, manual labeling by analyst was replaced by defining the class label of the most informative pixels to that of corresponding pixels in the 2015 CDL. The same rule for the selection of informative pixels in the self-learning approach was also applied to AL for a fair comparison. The overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient of the AL classification result were 84.99% and 0.757, respectively. When we compared these accuracy statistics of AL with self-learning with the three-year CDLs that showed the best accuracy, the difference in overall accuracy was only 0.57 percentage points (84.99% versus 84.42%). The Kappa coefficient of AL was also very similar to that of self-learning (0.757 versus 0.759). Therefore, the classification accuracy of self-learning, which is compatible to that of AL, confirms the effectiveness of the presented approach in this study.
Generation of Sequence Rules
The generation of reliable sequence rules from past land-cover maps is essential in the self-learning approach. This study applied a heuristic approach to predict the class labels of candidates for new training data. Recently, a machine learning approach was presented to build rules on crop rotations for early crop type mapping before the crop season [46] . A Markov logic network (MLN), which can combine learning from data with expert knowledge, was applied to model crop rotations. The assessment results based on different temporal length and spatial coverages revealed that the MLN showed an accuracy of up to 60%, particularly the good prediction accuracy even for a large region with heterogeneous climatic conditions and soils. In this study, a heuristic approach for the rule generation has been tested on a relatively small area. From our previous study in Illinois State [19] , the rule-based class labels, which were combined with the AL-based classification results, could contribute to an improvement in classification accuracy in a large area, which indicates the applicability of rule information. Similar to the approach in Osman et al. [46] , we will test whether the rules built from data in a small area can be transferred to other landscapes or large areas with diverse crop rotations, as well as the applicability of the MLN. Since a wrong label assignment greatly affects classification performances [47] , the effects of class label noise and the accuracy of existing land-cover maps should also be investigated.
Practical Issues
For crop classification, annual change patterns should be used in order to properly account for various cropping systems. However, from a practical viewpoint, the collection of many consecutive annual land-cover maps is a demanding task, and not always possible. If limited land-cover maps are available, or if the time interval between sequential land-cover maps is more than two years, another approach within the self-learning framework should be developed. Instead of using deterministic hard class labels, a probabilistic approach based on transition probability can be applied. In terms of temporal contextual information, the transition probabilities between considered land-cover classes can be defined using expert knowledge. These probabilities can then be combined with the conditional probabilities based on spectral or scattering features within a probabilistic framework. If this probabilistic approach is combined with the self-learning approach, errors from rule-based class labels could be reduced. Future studies will investigate these aspects.
Other practical issue is regarding the selection of new training pixels from candidates. To alleviate the bias towards majority classes, new training pixels were selected from random under-sampling. For the comparison purposes, under-sampling of pixels with highest uncertainty was tested additionally. The candidate pixels were first sorted in a descending order by their uncertainty values and the pixels with highest uncertainty were then selected as new training pixels. When past three CDLs were used for the rule generation, the overall accuracy of this different under-sampling approach was 81.44%, which is slightly lower than that of random under-sampling (84.42%). This different classification accuracy is due to the number and class types of newly added training pixels. Relatively many pixels for sorghum which has the lower accuracy of rule-based class labels were selected as new training pixels, whereas fewer pixels for winter wheat and non-crops with high accuracy were selected. This different selection of new training pixels resulted in the lower classification accuracy. Despite the relatively higher accuracy of random under-sampling, majority classes still affected the classification accuracy, as mentioned in Section 3.4. To avoid selecting redundant pixels, the representativeness and diversity of the most uncertain pixels should be considered as criteria for the identification of the most informative pixels. To this end, entropy and spatial density measures, and clustering can be applied [48, 49] . The application of these criteria will be tested within a self-learning framework.
Conclusions
A self-learning classification approach, which can select the most informative labeled pixels as new training data, was presented in this study. The proposed approach differs from the AL approach in that no analyst intervention was required. The class labels for new candidate pixels were predicted from representative sequence rules selected from sequential change patterns of past land-cover maps. A classification experiment in crop cultivation areas demonstrated that this method could be used to properly define the class labels of unlabeled informative pixels. By progressively adding these informative labeled pixels into the training data, misclassification based purely on spectral information from a small number of training data could be greatly reduced, and higher classification accuracy was achieved. To strengthen the advantage of the self-learning approach, more extensive classification experiments in other regions with a wide variety of land-cover types and climatic conditions and different availability of past land-cover maps will be included in future work.
